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Introduction 

The Cyber Defense Exercise (CDX) event tested the group’s ability to defend a computer              

system from attack while providing services. Before and throughout the event, the group             

enacted measures to thwart possible attacks. In the following report, we discuss defense             

measure setup prior to the event, as well as monitoring and incident responses during              

the event. We will conclude with what we learned throughout the process and possible              

ways to make our CDX computer systems even stronger in the future. Throughout the              

entire exercise, we tried to keep in mind “defense in depth”, securing our machines at               

several different layers to provide robust security.  

Throughout the report, we’ll make references to the Cyber Kill Chain in bold, shown              

below. We show how each stage of the process attempted to thwart a certain aspect of                

the kill chain. We will also include useful tools in bold that aided us in our defense                 

strategy. 

 
Figure 1. The main steps of the cyber kill chain: Reconnaissance, Weaponization, Delivery, Exploitation, 
Installation, Command and Control, and Action on Objectives. 
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Pre-CDX Infrastructure Setup 

We performed the majority of our server adjustments before the CDX and during the first               

few hours. These steps are grouped together as these steps were performed on a single               

"source" virtual machine, which was then cloned. See the section titled “Hosting” for more              

information. The efforts can be broken down into three categories: hosting, hardening,            

and monitoring. 

Hosting 

Our group found that using an Ubuntu host was the easiest way to connect to the VPN                 

server; however, we did not have access to desktop on campus running Ubuntu. Thus,              

we had to set up our network in the fashion shown below in Figure 2. We set up a                   

VMWare virtual machine that ran Ubuntu on a Windows 10 Desktop host. The VM              

connected to the Windows 10 network adapter over a bridged connection.  

Inside the host VM, we set up the VPN gateway network adapter that connected directly               

to the CDX VPN server using OpenVPN. Inside this host VM, we set up our CDX virtual                 

machines. Each CDX machine had two virtual network adapters. One was a bridged             

adapter connected directly to the VPN gateway (shown in black in the figure). The other               

was a NAT connection directly to the network adapter of the host VM (shown in orange).                

This setup allowed the VMs to stay connected to the CDX network while also being               

connected to the Internet, for access to software, updates, and email notifications. 

We only had to set up the network configurations, services, and monitoring for one CDX               

VM, and then we utilized the cloning feature inside VirtualBox to clone the machine twice,               

giving us the three total CDX machines to use during the competition.  

Setting up the system with the aforementioned architecture requires two levels of            

virtualization. During our setup, we realized that Oracle Virtual-Box does not support 64             

bit virtualization for VMs inside it (it does not provide Intel Vt-X/EPT or AMD-V/RVI).              

Therefore it was not possible to run 64 bits VMs inside the host VM. To tackle this issue,                  

we switched to VM-Ware for our Host VM and then used VirtualBox to run CDX VMs                

inside the Ubuntu Host VM.  
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Figure 2. A graphical representation of the network topology of our system.  

 

Host Name IP Address 

Ubuntu-Host 10.8.0.50 

CDX01 10.8.0.214 

CDX02 10.8.0.215 

CDX03 10.8.0.216 

Table 1. Table of host names and IP Address for CDX virtual machines and host. 

Hardening 

Compromised Passwords 

The student user password was known to attackers. Compromised system user accounts            

in conjunction with SSH access create a very easy channel for command and control.              

The student user concern was mitigated by disabling the student user's login with             
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`passwd -l`. Additional changes to the SSH configuration further prevented SSH access            

with the student user. In order to maintain and configure the server, each team member               

created their own user account on the server with their own passwords. This helped for               

coordination, as any team member could check for other team members with the `who`,              

`users`, or `w` commands. 

MySQL passwords were also compromised. No root user password was set for MySQL.             

Given that remote connections to MySQL were allowed, an attacker could execute            

arbitrary SQL statements using the root account. This is a limited form of command and               

control. The student MySQL user password was known to attackers because it resides in              

the PHP source code of the wordpress site. While this user has more limited permissions,               

it constitutes a similar, but slightly less severe, vulnerability to the unset root password.              

The debian-sys-mnt MySQL user password may or may not have been known to             

attackers, but password hash definitely was and so it was also considered compromised.             

MySQL passwords were changed via an SQL script. (See Appendix B) 

 

SSH Configuration 

The SSH daemon configuration (`/etc/ssh/sshd_config`) of the server was insecure.          

When incorrectly configured SSH provides a channel for an attacker to user for issuing              

commands, so it was important to lock it down. 

● Root user SSH login was initially enabled. This was disabled. 

● Password access was initially enabled. Passwords can be brute-force guessed, 

depending on the strength of the user password. This was disabled and replaced 

with stronger public-key only authentication. Each team member was responsible 

for setting up their authorized keys. 

● Empty passwords were initially enabled. This option was disabled. 

● SSH access was restricted to be available only for the `ssh_users` group. Of which 

all team user accounts were made members. This step further ensured that 

compromised student user could not be used for SSH access. 

● Privilege separation was initially disabled. This option was enabled. Priviledge 

separation helps to limit the possible damage if the SSH daemon itself is 

vulnerable to attack.  
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● Strict Mode was initially disabled. This option was enabled. While strict mode does 

not directly protect against outside intrusion, it prevents users on the server from 

setting incorrect (read: insecure) permissions for their key files. 

Damn Vulnerable Web Application 

Damn Vulnerable Web Application (DVWA) was an additional web application deployed to            

`/var/www/html̀alongside the required WordPress site. This application is a publicly           

available demonstration application for security vulnerabilities. It was immediately         

removed at about 4:11 p.m. on December 2nd. While doing analysis after the CDX, we               

realized that the Red Team had been actively trying to penetrate the site. More details               

are discussed in the section titled “Requests to DVWA” below. 

System Updates 

Complete system updates were performed so that all packages were up to date using              

`sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get upgrade`. 

To ensure no known vulnerabilities were in our CDX machines, we were using the latest               

versions of the following services: 

● OpenSSH: 6.6.1p1 Ubuntu-2ubuntu2.3, OpenSSL 1.0.1f 

● Cups: 4.101-0ubuntu13.1 

● xinetd (daytime):  2.3.15-3ubuntu1 

● ProFTP: 1.3.5rc3 

● Bind9: 9.5.dfsg-3ubuntu0.5  

● MySQL: 5.5.46-0ubuntu0.14.04.2-log  

● Sendmail: 8.14.4 

Monitoring 

We recognized early on that success (and sanity) depended on having adequate            

monitoring of our services. Monitoring provides two key benefits: (1) A history which can              

be used to reconstruct the cyber kill chain for an attack and (2) an extra pair of eyes to                   

check on services while team members were busy with other aspects of the system, or               
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sleeping. We used approaches for monitoring: on-system process/file monitoring with          

monit and network traffic monitoring with Wireshark and tcpdump. 

For monit, we employed a strict policy for monitoring all process directories,            

configuration files, and process identification numbers. The timestamp of each directory           

was monitored for changes in order to alert our team whenever a file was created or                

removed from that directory. Additionally, the timestamps and checksums for each           

individual configuration file for each process were monitored to ensure that we were             

alerted whenever any important file was viewed or modified. Finally, all process            

identification numbers were monitored to ensure that if any process were to be shut off,               

it would immediately be restarted. For both directory and file monitoring, any            

aforementioned changes resulted in alerts to our team in the form of email notifications              

detailing the reason for the alert. 

Moreover, after the CDX event started, we installed Splunk on the host machine to parse               

through text logs of our three CDX machines. Splunk provides toolkits for visualizing the              

usage and load of different servers, as well as the ability to set up notification emails if                 

anything anomalous occurs in the log data. Although we did not have time to set up                

email alerts during the CDX events, we utilized Splunk to index the /var/logfolder in               

each of the CDX machines and the view the log files in real-time. We also utilized Splunk                 

to perform post-mortem analysis after the event, as well. 

Lastly, we made a Python script that ran on the host VM performed a health check every                 

five minutes on each of the key services (FTP, Wordpress, Daytime, and Ping) on each of                

the three servers. The script was linked to an IFTTT API that sent an email to the team if                   

any of the services went down.  The script is attached in “Appendix A.” 
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CDX Timeline and Incidences 

We recorded three major attempts to attack our servers, as dictated in the timeline in               

Figure 3 below. They were attempts to utilize damn vulnerable web application (DVWA),             

successful login and modification of our Wordpress site, and large number of uploads to              

our FTP server. 

 

Figure 3. A timeline of the major CDX incidents. 

Requests to DVWA 

As mentioned in the “Hardening” section, DVWA is an intentionally vulnerable web            

application used for security training. What follows is a breakdown of the attempted             

actions by red team. Two separate but similar incidences are considered in this section.              

Table 2 summarizes the key data for these incidences. Incidence A occurred on the first               

day of the CDX, while Incidence B occurred on December 4. Figure 4 shows a timeline of                 

traffic. Incidence A is captured by the large amount of traffic from 10.8.0.64 (red bar).               

Incidence B is shown by the yellow traffic on December 4. 

 
Time Window A: 2015-12-02 13:25 to 2015-12-02 19:16 

B: 2015-12-04 22:17 

Client IP Address A: 10.8.0.64 
B: 10.8.0.54 

Targeted Servers A: CDX01 
B: CDX01, CDX02, CDX03 

Target Vulnerabilities File upload vulnerability in DVWA 
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Highest CKC Step Reached A: Delivery 
B: Reconnaissance 

Table 2. Summary table for attempted attack on DVWA. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Timeline of requests to DVWA hosted on all servers. The mixture of traffic on 
December 2 is a combination of Red and Blue Team traffic. The red traffic (10.8.0.64) is 
from a Red Team operative. The yellow traffic on December 4 is also a Red Team 
operative. 
 
Reconnaissance 

During incidence A, Red Team began performing reconnaissance at 13:02 December 2 by             

browsing the DWVA site hosted on CDX01 from client IP address 10.8.0.64. They checked              

that the login page existed. During Incident B, Red Team performed reconnaissance by             

making a single request for /dvwaon each CDX machine from client IP address 10.8.0.54.               

This is where Incident B ended, because the web application was no longer available. 

Of special note was the modified User-Agent header which the Red Team used during              

Incident A. It was perhaps meant to mask their actual browser but also acts a very clear                 

indication of suspicious activity. Their User-Agent header contained an ASCII art image of             

a skeleton with the text: "U HAVE BEEN SPOOKED BY THE SPOOKY SKILENTON". This is               

apparently a common bait-and-switch prank on reddit. 

Weaponization 

Since Incident A was stopped at the delivery phase by deleting the site and all content, it                 

was not possible to detect the payload which Red Team uploaded to the site. Most likely                

it was a PHP script which would establish a shell, such as c99.php. 
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Delivery 

Using default credentials for DVWA, they logged in as the `admin` user and navigated to               

the "File Upload" page at /dvwa/vulnerabilities/file_upload/. They uploaded an         

unknown payload via a POST request to the same page. By sheer coincidence, it was               

during a similar time window that we were investigating the /var/www/htmlfolder of             

CDX01. After doing a google search, we understood what DVWA was and removed the              

site as well as its MySQL database. The site was removed at approximately 16:11              

December 2. All further requests by the Red Team received "404 - Page Not Found"               

responses. The first failed Red Team request occurred at 16:12. 

Exploitation 

It is clear that the Red Team had a window of opportunity wherein they may have been to                  

exploit a vulnerability in DVWA to establish command and control. However, we do not              

believe they were able to do so. DVWA is by default configured in "Impossible" security               

mode. In this mode, all intentional vulnerabilities are closed. We know that the supplied              

CDX-Ubuntu virtual machine image came with DVWA configured in this mode. Changing            

this setting requires an HTTP POST to /dvwa/security.php. The apache access logs show             

no such request. By an incredible accident of timing, we removed the site mid-attack. 

 

Figure 5. Client IPs attempting to call the DVWA web application over entire CDX.  These 
IP addresses seem to be our major attackers that should be held in suspect, as they seem 
to have intentions of taking over our machines. (This graph was generated by our Splunk 
instance post mortem.) 
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Login to Our Wordpress Site 

Overlooked at onset by the group was changing the admin password to our Wordpress              

site. In Figure 6, we see a Splunk timeline of all calls to our wp-admin page from our CDX                   

servers. We see that early in the competition, there are several HTTP requests for our               

wp-admin page, from external IP addresses, indicating a breach. 

 

Figure 6. The timeline generated from Splunk from running the search command 
“index=cdx01 source="*/apache2/*" GET "*/wpadmin/*.php" NOT css | 
reverse” with a restricted time span to search on.  The early events in this graph are 
from foreign IP addresses, but the latter events shown on Thursday and Friday are from 
our team logging in and making posts to site. 

Reconnaissance 

According to our Splunk logs, attackers began reconnaissance on our Wordpress page as             

early as 4:12pm from IP address 10.8.0.64. They used a custom HTTP client with a               

modified user-agent to hit our Wordpress login page. They likely used the provided             

Wordpress user account and password to see that they could log into the site. From               

there, they could begin the next stage of the kill chain. 

Weaponization 

With knowledge of the ability to log into the administrative panel of Wordpress, the              

attackers most likely planned their form of attack. They likely had knowledge of the              

features of the site from experience before the contest, such as how to change key               

settings in the website, change the theme, and upload and install plugins. With this in               

mind, the attackers could being the delivery phase of the attack. 

Delivery 
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With knowledge of this, attackers logged in to our site using the default password, and               

changed settings on the site (namely the site URL to          

“http://notyourwordpress/wordpress”, and the account password), as well uploaded and         

changed the theme of the site. From the logs, it seems that they possibly attempted an                

upload a plugin to our site; however, from the current state of file directory, it seems like                 

they were not successful in time. 

A tip-off for us that the attack was occurring was when we logged into the Wordpress                

website and noticed none of the CSS resources were loading, instead they were coming              

from the domain “notyourwordpress”, a non-existent domain name in the network. At            

this point, we started our incidence response. 

Noting that all of the data from a Wordpress site is inside MySQL database on               

Wednesday at 10pm, we quickly SSH’d into the CDX VM and launched a MySQL terminal.               

From there, we connected to the MySQL command prompt and connected to the MySQL              

database. We logged into MySQL database and deleted original user accounts,           

immediately locking the attackers out from the CDX machine. Subsequently, we used            

SQL commands to create a new user account row with more secure password and              

update the Wordpress site URL back to its original name. At this point, the crisis was                

mostly averted. 

Using the new admin user account, we logged into Wordpress and cleaned up the              

Wordpress profile to original settings. We changed the theme to our liking, and removed              

any custom posts that the intruders had placed. Post mortem, we see that our incidence               

response was successful. As discussed in Figure 6 above, all accesses to the wp-admin              

pages were from our group IP addresses. Moreover, Figure 7 shows all erroneous             

requests for the “notyourwordpress” page. There are no calls after Wednesday night.            

With Wordpress running with a secure account, we were assured that the attackers             

would not be able to access it and take it down again. Moreover, with our monit alerts                 

and Python health checks, we were sure that we’d notice much sooner this time if they                

were able to take down access. 
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Figure 7. The timeline generated from Splunk from running the search command 
“index=cdx01 source="*/apache2/*" notyourwordpress | reverse” with a 
restricted time span to search on.  No calls after Wednesday indicated a successful 
incident response. 

 
We were fortunate that the attackers were not able to upload a malicious payload to our                

Wordpress account before we found and thwarted their attacks in time. A malicious             

plugin might could have been installed that enabled the attacker to run as a shell,               

enabling command and control.  Luckily, the attackers were not able to get this far.  

Attempt to Overload FTP 

At approximately 4PM on December 4th, we began noticing a large amount of traffic over               

our FTP connection. Figure 8 is a timeline from Splunk outlining this increased traffic.              

From 4PM to midnight, the Red Team began uploading hidden junk files (named             

beginning with .)  to /srv/ftp on all of our servers in an attempt to overload them. 

 

Figure 8. The timeline generated from Splunk from running the search command 
“index=cdx01 source="*/proftp*"” with a restricted time span to search on.  This 
search returns all FTP log output. It shows that a large traffic of FTP calls started around 
Friday 4PM and exponentially increased until the midnight. 

Reconnaissance 

For the purpose of the competition, it was required of us to offer FTP access for                

anonymous users on all of our servers. The traffic around 4PM is indicative of Red Team’s                

attempts to access our FTP service. Once they successfully logged in as anonymous and              
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saw that all FTP capabilities were present, namely file uploads, the Red Team was then               

able to prepare an attack to shut down our FTP service. 

Weaponization 

To take down our FTP service, the Red Team employed the strategy of uploading a vast                

collection of junk files to /srv/ftp. The idea behind this attack is to overload our                

servers with traffic to our FTP and upload so much data to our servers that we must shut                  

down for maintenance. Failing that, the attackers also began uploading a backup file,             

nyan.mbr, at approximately 7:01PM. If used to reboot the system, this malicious file             

would display a recording of nyan cat across our screens. 

Delivery 

As indicated in Figure 8, the Red Team delivered the malicious files via our FTP service at                 

an exponentially increasing rate from 4PM until midnight on December 4th. The large             

data upload served two purposes: to overload our servers and to mask the delivery of               

the nyan.mbr file. It was during this stage that our team managed to thwart the attempts                

of the Red Team. 

In response to the large amount of hidden junk files crowding our /srv/ftpdirectories,              

we decided to clear out all uploaded files. To accomplish this, we created a cron job to                 

call rsync on /srv/ftpevery minute and delete all contents therein. Then, rsync would              

copy the contents of /srv/ftp_backupinto /srv/ftp. This backup directory contained           

only our original welcome message for our FTP service. This cron job essentially reset              

/srv/ftp every minute to keep our servers clear of all uploaded malicious files.  
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Areas for Improvement 

Vulnerabilities 

With a finite amount of time and man-power, we had to prioritize our efforts on the CDX.                 

We focused on security at the edge of the system so as to stop attacks at the Delivery,                  

and Exploitation phases. We also emphasized visibility into our systems with monitoring            

and logging. There was room for further investigation into system vulnerabilities: 

● Check for misconfigured system flags like Address Space Layout Randomization 

(ASLR). 

● Perform a careful audit of every service configuration, especially Apache. 

● Review CVE's for the versions of software we had installed. 

● Review wordpress configuration in depth. 

● Review running privileges for services. 

Monitoring 

Deploying a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) would have given us more            

intelligent network monitoring. Although we logged a majority of network traffic into our             

server during the CDX, it is time consuming to scan through these for suspicious traffic               

after the fact. With a NIDS we would have had more real-time intelligence about what the                

Red Team's activities. 

Use of a NIDS would also open up the possibility of proactive system reconfiguration. For               

example, targeted service deterioration could be used to slow the work of an ongoing              

attack once identified, while still obeying the rules of engagement regarding firewalls. For             

example, an attacker's packets might be delayed artificially. 

The system monitoring tool monit was a great find, but we barely scratched the surface               

of what monit could monitor and log. With more time and study, our service layer checks                

that were implemented in Python by hand, could be integrated into the monit             

configuration. It should also be mentioned that proper use of monit is key. Initially, our               

monitoring rules included alerts for whenever the cups subscriptions configuration file,           
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/etc/cups/subscriptions.conf, was changed. Since regular updates to this file is a           

feature of the cups process, we were flooded with unnecessary alert emails during the              

early stages of the competition. A quick revision of our monit rules resolved this issue;               

however, this incident proved to highlight the fact that improper use of monit via our               

ignorance may result in unfortunate circumstances.  

Infrastructure 

A complicated but very valuable addition to our infrastructure would have been to install              

a load balancer and firewall in front of our servers. The load balancer would listen on all                 

three ip addresses allocated to our servers. It would distribute traffic between them, and              

fail-over if services were unresponsive on any one server. The load balancer is also a               

natural place to do network monitoring and firewalling. Since the Blue Team is scored on               

service uptime, a load balancer would force attackers to compromise all three virtual             

machines at the same time to cause a reduction in service availability. 

Moreover, having a separate instance for a load balancer and firewall would support a              

more “layered” approach to our defenses. Having all traffic first going through the load              

balancer would separate real Internet traffic from our sensitive services deeper in the             

network. Thus, attackers might have to compromise the load balancer node first before             

diving deeper and performing an action on objective. 

Conclusion 

In this report, we provided detailed defensive and hardening steps we took prior the              

competition to prepare our computer system as well as monitoring services we used to              

provide us with insight over our system and finally our response to incidents during the               

event.  

In this event, our preventive actions kept the red team away from accessing our core               

services except one incident where we overlooked changing the Wordpress password.           

On the other hand, with the help of continuous network monitoring, we were able to               

identify and respond to the attempt in overloading our FTP service with thousands of              

useless files. In fact, at the beginning of the competition we decided to spend more time                

in hardening one CDX VM before cloning. Although it caused few hours of downtime (as               
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we did not have all 3 CDX VMs running), but we believe it helped us to better manage and                   

maintain CDX VMs afterwards.  

During this experience, it was made clear that hardening against known vulnerabilities            

along with continuous and thorough monitoring of the systems are key actions for             

securing computer systems against possible attacks. These actions not only stop           

attackers at the very first steps of the cyber kill chain but also give administrators a                

chance to respond quickly to suspicious activities on their systems.  
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Appendix A: check_servers.py 
import socket 
from datetime import datetime 
import requests 
import ftplib 
import os 
import time 
 

SERVERS = ["10.8.0.214", "10.8.0.215", "10.8.0.216"] 
ERROR_FILE = "errors.log" 
ACCESS_FILE = "access.log" 
TEMP_FILE = "temp.txt" 
 

def send_error_email(): 
    requests.get("https://maker.ifttt.com/trigger/server_error/with/key/dgYJrM4o3njlmN4Ue-y-dW") 
 

def logError(msg): 
    print msg 
    logToFile(ERROR_FILE, msg) 

 

def logAccess(msg): 
    logToFile(ACCESS_FILE, msg) 

 

def logToFile(file_name, msg): 
    with open(file_name, 'a') as f: 
        f.write(str(datetime.now()) + "\t") 
        f.write(msg + "\n")  
 

def checkDaytime(): 
    ret = True 

    for server in SERVERS: 
        try: 
            s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) 

            s.connect((server, 13)) 
            data = s.recv(1024) 
            s.close() 

            logAccess("Accessed daytime at server %s" % server) 
            datetime.strptime(data.strip(), "%d %b %Y %H:%M:%S %Z") 
        except Exception as e: 
            ret = False 

            logError("Error: Could not read daytime from %s; Error: %s" % (server, e)) 
  

    return ret 
 

def checkWordpress(): 
    """This would check whether Apache, MySQL, and PHP are running 
       as well""" 

    ret = True 

    for server in SERVERS: 
        try: 
            req = requests.get("http://" + server + "/wordpress/?p=4") 
            assert req.status_code == 200 
            assert "WordPress is generally unsafe" in req.text 
            logAccess("Accessed Wordpress at server %s" % server) 
        except Exception as e: 
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            ret = False 

            import traceback 
            traceback.print_exc() 

            logError("Error: Could not access Wordpress from %s; Error: %s" % (server, e)) 
  

    return ret 
 

def checkFTP(): 
    """Check the FTP server normally""" 
    ret = True 

    for server in SERVERS: 
        try: 
            ftp = ftplib.FTP("10.8.0.215") 
            ftp.login() 

            output = ftp.retrbinary("RETR welcome.msg" ,open(TEMP_FILE, 'wb').write) 
            ftp.close() 

            assert output == "226 Transfer complete" 
            logAccess("Accessed FTP at server %s" % server) 
        except Exception as e: 
            ret = False 

            import traceback 
            traceback.print_exc() 

            logError("Error: Could not access FTP from %s; Error: %s" % (server, e)) 
 

    return ret 
 

def ping(hostname): 
    response = os.system("ping -c 1 " + hostname) 
    if response == 0: 
        return True 
    else: 
        return False 
 

def checkPing(): 
    """Check the ICMP""" 
    ret = True 

    for server in SERVERS: 
        try: 
            assert ping(server) == True 
            logAccess("Accessed ping at server %s" % server) 
        except Exception as e: 
            ret = False 

            import traceback 
            traceback.print_exc() 

            logError("Error: Could not access ping %s; Error: %s" % (server, e)) 
  

    return ret 
 

if __name__ == "__main__": 
    while True: 
        if not (checkDaytime() and checkWordpress() and checkFTP() and checkPing()): 
            print "There was an error with one of the servers." 
            send_error_email() 

        else: 
            print "All servers are up and running!!" 
        # Sleep for five minutes 
        time.sleep(60 * 5)  
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Appendix B: MySQL Password Updates 
-- Changing the root password(s) 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'root'@'localhost' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE5321'); 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'root'@'cyber-box' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE5987'); 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'root'@'127.0.0.1' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE5886'); 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'root'@'::1' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE5964'); 

 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'student'@'localhost' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE5889'); 

SET PASSWORD FOR 'debian-sys-maint'@'localhost' = PASSWORD('securityporcupineE57885'); 
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